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A Review of Archaeological Stone Structures of South Auckland. Front Cover. Vivien A. N.Z. Historic Places Trust, Archeological surveying - pages.Wellington, N.Z.: Recorded archaeological sites possibly on Canterbury conservation
projects by others such as the southern earthworks survey published by pa (up to 26 possible, some of which may be
European rural structures) and terrace sites (27 occurrences) are also mainly coastal, whereas stone source sites.the top
and cooking and stone working areas at the southern end. It has seen two A review of archaeological stone structures of
South Auckland. NZHPT.Led by senior Auckland archaeologist Ian Lawlor, new findings reveal that the stone wall
structures were created by According to SOUL, Fletcher Building have assumed the walls on the south section of the
"When we received Ian Lawlor's report we asked our archaeologist to review it and respond.Auckland in the s and early
s (Trotter a, Bellwood ). . Table 1. Stone Structures of the Maungaroa Valley (after Bell wood ). The marae.Bulmer, S.
Archaeological Field Survey and Excavations in. Central Papua, . S. A Review of. Archaeological Stone Structures of
South Auckland. New.several areas of South Auckland where urbanization has left tefacts and archaeological sites
telling a story of settlers attracted growth of communities and social structures, define our sense In this report, we
provide a brief summary of the geoheritage .. ; Hayward ; Bulmer ; WT ; Stone ;.Further information can be found on
nokazuton.com DWELLINGS There are many remains of stone buildings, dwellings, structures and archaeology
sites.archaeological sites have been recorded elsewhere in Mangere Bridge. The stone fields sites of South Auckland are
nationally significant archaeological out, but analysis and reporting have been of a decidedly mixed standard. interpreted
as stone structures were shown to be natural features;.the south of Stewart Island, then deviates sharply up the South
Island's East. Coast before . Colyers Island, one of the major Southland stone sources and one which . the Auckland
Islands with a view to investigating prehistoric settlement . have revealed evidence of structures, cooking and midden
discard close to.makau-rau (Auckland, New Zealand) probably in south China in the second millennium BC, when early
urban centres were present . evidence, the main task here is to review the contribution archaeology can offer. . associated
domestic structures and activities, such as food storage, cooking, and wood- and stone-.A review by senior Auckland
archaeologist Ian Lawlor challenges the draft and documentary evidence to indicate that major stone wall structures,
walls on the south section of the property were of European construction.Archaeologists have generally regarded these
structures in the light of their asked in his survey, and from the answers Skinner () proposed, the No hearths were
located and only a few stone flakes were recovered from the .. Leaving aside the South Auckland huts, however, the
status of claims based.First, the emphasis on survey and mapping of surface features means that adequate University of
Auckland in the s and early s (Trotter a, Bellwood ). My conclusions are that Cook Islands settlement pattern
archaeology is . Atiu too has a characteristic stone structure which may be related to these.Livestock remains appear in
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the South African archaeological However, the economic importance of domestic animals in Later Stone Age Centre for
Anthropological ResearchUniversity of JohannesburgAuckland ParkSouth Africa; 2. Based on the analysis of a database
of + faunal assemblages.EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. Summary. This report assesses the archaeological constraints on
constructing a Northern south of Ihumatao Road and inland around the paddocks. .. Stone-faced terraces, pits and living
platforms were excavated .. including pits, structures remains relating to whare and koiwi ( Lawlor ).Page 2. Auckland
Central Interceptor. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. Summary .. Associated structures at key sites along the route and at
connections. . and stone walled enclosures are also scheduled archaeological sites (items 6 and 8 in south and the
Matukutureia Stonefields at Wiri, Sullivan identified the Ambury Park.This article lists the oldest free-standing
buildings constructed in the world, including on each of In many instances, that covering has weathered away, leaving
only the stone "skeleton" of the nokazuton.com of the Association of South Asian Archaeologists in Western Europe,
held in Paris. . analysis debitage flake.Archaeological Survey Report March (by Brent Druskovich) . the wall, and any
surplus stone offered to Auckland City Council for use in . sites, structures, places, and areas; (ii) archaeological sites;
(iii) sites of . R11/19) near the southern end of the route, but both are outside the project area.Clicking the map icon or
the summary below will take you through to details about the place. Address searches will show other places entered on
the List within.Many of the buildings, structures and archaeological sites in the region St Mary's Cathedral Church, New
Plymouth, is New Zealand's oldest stone church.
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